Aceso Dual-Modality Imaging
Early detection of cancer in dense breasts
Full-field digital mammography and
automated breast ultrasound in one system

Breakthrough Technology

Power of Dual-Modality Imaging

Aceso

One out of every 8 women will be diagnosed with breast cancer during her lifetime, but if the cancer
is detected early enough, it can be treated successfully.
Mammography has proved to be eﬀective in the past [1], but when used for dense breast tissue – the
case for 40% of women [2] – mammography often leads to a false negative diagnosis which can have
devastating consequences: more expensive treatment and a poor prognosis [3].
To overcome these shortcomings of mammography, ultrasound has been used as an adjunct, leading
to an increase in diagnostic accuracy but also increased equipment cost and more time to study each
patient [4, 5, 6].
CapeRay has successfully developed and clinically tested a breakthrough product: a single imaging device
that simultaneously obtains full-field digital mammograms (FFDM) and automated breast ultrasound
(ABUS) images of dense breast tissue [7, 8].
The design, for which the company has issued patents [9, 10], is based on an X-ray camera and
an ultrasound transducer that move in parallel beneath the breast platform (seen at left).
Named after the Greek goddess of healing, Aceso has been successfully tested in two separate trials [11,
12], with a clinical example – demonstrating the power of dual-modality imaging – illustrated below.

A 61-year-old woman presented with a one-month history of a painless left breast lump. The patient had no family
history of breast cancer, had not used hormone replacement therapy and, on clinical examination, a 2-cm suspicious,
hard, irregular breast mass was palpated.
Above left is an FFDM image in the medio-lateral oblique view, showing a spiculated lesion in the outer quadrant. Seen
above right, the FFDM image in the horizontal plane has been co-registered with the ABUS images in the horizontal,
coronal, and sagittal planes, with the 3D location of the lesion highlighted by green cross hairs. Following needle biopsy,
the lesion was confirmed as an invasive ductal carcinoma.

Patient Comfort

Providing a positive experience for patients
Aceso from CapeRay has been
designed to provide a comfortable
breast imaging exam for patients
and an eﬃcient workflow for
clinicians. It includes a removable
face shield, ergonomic paddles
and minimal compression.

Major benefits include:
• Improved diagnostic success with
dual-modality images
• Identical orientation and degree
of breast compression
• Just 10 minutes for FFDM and
ABUS images of both breasts
• Reduced radiation exposure
• Lower capital cost to acquire
a single Aceso system

Advanced Imaging

Status display above compression
paddle enables real-time feedback to
operator of critical parameters

Wireless foot pedals facilitate handsfree adjustment of platform height
and paddle compression

The iPad enables the operator
to capture patient details eﬃciently
and prepare Aceso for image
acquisition. The FFDM and ABUS
images are subsequently reviewed
prior to acceptance.

Acquisition Work Station

AcesoFusion Diagnostic Viewing Station
The AcesoFusion diagnostic viewing station (DVS) consists of the following six components:
•

Two high-resolution monochrome monitors with 2048 x 2560 pixels, 65 536 grey scale levels
and 1200:1 contrast ratio (http://www.jusha.com.cn)

•

Two video cables and adapters supporting DVI-D or DP interfaces

•

All-in-One Windows computer or Apple iMac computer with macOS operating system
(https://www.apple.com/imac/)

•

Wireless keyboard and mouse

•

RemotEye Viewer from NeoLogica with CE mark and FDA clearance (https://www.neologica.it)

•

AcesoFusion functionality to enable fusion of the FFDM and ABUS images that are in DICOM format

Specifications

Aceso

General
Dimensions of Gantry & C-arm

800 x 1500 x 2000 mm

Dimensions of Acquisition Work Station

500 x 900 x 2000 mm

Weight of Gantry, C-arm and AWS

300 kg

Electrical Supply Line

3 phase, neutral + ground

Electrical Supply Voltage

380 to 415 Volts

Electrical Supply Frequency

50 Hz

Electrical Supply Current

28 Amp maximum

Digital X-ray Mammography
Generator Power Rating

12 kW peak

Generator Output Voltage

20 to 49 kV

Generator Output Current

50 to 230 mA

Source to Image Distance

650 mm

Focal Spot Size

0.3 mm

Image Acquisition Bit Depth

16 bit

Image Pixel Size

27 µm

Standard Binning Mode

2 x 2 pixels

Eﬀective Image Pixel Size

54 µm

Active Imaging Area

300 x 230 mm

Spatial Resolution

10 lp/mm

Scanning Speed

14.8 mm/s

Exposure Control

Automatic or Manual

Chest Wall Gap

< 5 mm

3D Automated Ultrasound
Number of Elements in Probe

384

Element Pitch

0.5 mm

Centre Frequency of Probe

7.0 MHz

Number of Transmit & Receive Channels

128

Multiplexer

3:1

Active Imaging Area

300 x 192 mm

Spatial Resolution

0.5 x 0.5 x 1.0 mm

Scanning Speed

10 mm/s

Breast Platform Material

TPX
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CapeRay Medical (Pty) Ltd holds the ISO 13485 certificate for its Quality Management System, while its Aceso dualmodality imaging system has been awarded the CE Mark. Aceso has been submitted to, but not yet cleared by, the FDA.
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